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Edit O – Wendy Carlyle 

It’s been such a busy first half of the year for us in and out 

of the country that, apart from organising Settle and 

putting out a couple of stiles on Yockenthwaite, I feel out 

of touch with local orienteering so apologies if I have 

missed out anything important Airienteer-wise and do 

send me a report so that I can include it in the next issue. 

Thank you to those folks who have told me how they were 

first introduced to orienteering and please do keep those 

coming as they make for varied and interesting reading.  This varied issue has articles from as far afield 

as JWOC in Switzerland, EYOC in Poland and Purple Thistle on the Kyle of Lochalsh in addition to Kayak-

O and the Saunders LAMM.  Evie answers questions on her Lagganlia Tour and Hilary writes about her 

time as an AIRE member.  Thank you to all contributors!  Keep them coming! 

AA Archives 

In my second issue as AA Editor in June 1991, Chair Jeff Mason was wishing he had bought Carol 

McNeill’s book ‘Orienteering – the Skills of the Game’ before his latest orienteering disasters; Yvette 

Hague (Baker) was organising courses for primary school teachers in Leeds and hubby Tony was 

running a course for Bradford Youth Leaders. The Scottish Six Days was in Galloway and WOC in 

Czechoslovakia.  I fell in a peat bog on Winter Hill and arrived at the finish covered in orange mud.  

Lindsey was advertising Club O Kit (tops or trousers just £7.50 each!); Robert Ker was at the top of the 

Club League Table in M50; Edith Whalley and Charlotte Ross were mentioned in the Telegraph & 

Argus; at the JK the D40 Relay Team (Jean Rostron, Gill Ross and Jo Thornley) came 2nd; AIRE finished 

in 3rd place in the YHOA Gallopen League behind EPOC and CLARO (What?!) Phil Turpin was presently 

leading the Airienteers Fell Running League and Sue Courchee (bless her) was organising the Jack Bloor 

Races. 

Cover Photo:  Adrian and Matt Hall, winners of the hotly contested Bedafell Parent & Child Class at 

the Saunders Lakeland Mountain Marathon, held in July.  Their overall time was 03:53:39, 21 minutes 

40 seconds ahead of the second placed father and daughter team. 

 

Chair Affairs – Tony Thornley 

I hope you are enjoying a good summer - and keeping fit for the autumn season. My orienteering has 

been rather restricted by a damaged back. Being overtaken by Chris Burden on the run-in on the first 

day of Croeso brought it home to me how disabled I had become.  I’m trying to keep fit without 

making the injury worse - almost impossible - but cycling and stretching seem to be ok. There is a lot 

coming up in the next few months, so I’m keen to get going again……..  
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Junior Development 

I am delighted to say that we have appointed Simon Martland as our part-time Junior Development 

Officer. He has extensive orienteering and primary teaching experience and I know will make a real 

impact on juniors in the club’s area. His appointment has been funded from the profit made on last 

year’s Northern and YH Championships, which was created by your collective work for the events. 

Simon’s priority is to increase participation, including publicising AIRE’s activities amongst schools 

and juniors, looking at how our events can be more junior/family friendly and seeking additional 

funding for junior development. We will keep you informed about what he’s up to. 

Training: performance and planning 

Your committee is keen to give all members opportunities to improve their orienteering. We have 

negotiated training - suitable for all - in the Lake District with two top coaches and good 

accommodation, followed by an event the next day near Kirkby Stephen. This will be a good social 

occasion as well as an excellent opportunity to brush up your O skills.  Please reserve the weekend - 

October 1/2 - and let me know if you intend to come. 

We had also organised morning and afternoon sessions for planners and potential planners on 3rd 

September. This seems to have clashed with holidays, so we are postponing these sessions until later 

in the autumn, probably in the evening. Again, I hope that you will attend if you possibly can. 

Compass Sport Cup Final - and new kit 

A reminder: we are in the CSC Final in Sheffield on October 16th. We need to get everyone out 

(including those currently injured!). Club captain David will be asking for names shortly. 

 

Natasha, with help, has designed a new O-top. These look very smart: traditional green/black colours 

but with a modern contour image (from Ilkley Moor). The provisional design is shown below, but we 

are still debating the AIRE lettering on the back. We hope that we can place an order in time to wear 

them at the final. Let Natasha know if you would like one. 
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AGM 

The AGM is your opportunity to discuss what we are doing and how we do it. It is on Saturday 

October 8th at 7pm in Adel. There will be some eats as well (thanks Richard F) and maybe a small 

event.  

 

What do you think? 

Two things on which I’d be pleased to hear your views: 

 

First, Aire Affairs editor Wendy Carlyle and I both think that the era of the club magazine is being 

overtaken by the era of the website. The latter, if well organised, is more up to date, more flexible 

and easier to produce. Are we at the point where we should consider dropping AA, enabling the 

editor to focus on making the website as topical and interesting as possible? 

 

Second, YHOA is due to host the British long distance and relay championships in 2019. Your 

committee has made a provisional offer to host this - with potential support from neighbouring 

clubs. We’d probably use a Dales area for the long distance, with a smaller wooded area (Middleton 

Park?) for the relays. We believe we have the skills and capacity to put this on, but appreciate that 

this is a big commitment for members. We are confident that we can do an excellent job, but 

memories of the JK and the weather at Kilnsey are still recent. Any thoughts about whether we 

should or should not be taking the premier BOF event on? 

 

EYOC 2016 – Jaroslaw, Poland – Laura King 

The European Youth Orienteering Championships is the highest level of competition that I can 

compete in at my age. Selection for EYOC had been my main goal for the past two years after being 

the reserve in 2014.  

On 29th June I joined the rest of the team at Stanstead Airport to fly to Rzeszow, Poland, then it was 

just an hour’s drive to Jaroslaw, the town the events were based around. We arrived at the youth 

hostel only to find there had been some confusion with our rooms, so after moving some furniture we 

managed to cram five beds into one room. No one had the best night’s sleep since it was very hot, the 

beds weren’t the comfiest and we were only given one pillow between us five girls.  

The first day we spent walking around the town centre of Jaroslaw which was also the sprint area. This 

area had never been mapped before so, to help us with preparation, our British Orienteering Talent 

Squad Technical Coach, Mark Nixon, had done his best in preparing a rough map using Google street 

view and satellite images which turned out to be quite accurate. Having this in mind we checked out 

all the unknown areas of the map including a walled castle area.  In the afternoon we went to the 

model area, which was adjacent to the long area. This allowed us to see what the undergrowth was 

like and to get an idea of the mapping style. 

The first competition was the long distance. I was feeling very excited to get out into the terrain but 

perhaps a little too excited and not focussed enough. My race did not go to plan at all.  I made a very 

costly mistake early on in the race, which wasted a lot of time. After this I knew I had already blown 

my chance at a respectable position but I tried to pick myself up and complete the rest of the course 
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as well as I could. Unfortunately I had begun to panic and rush which lead me to make a similar mistake 

early on the long leg which wasted even more time. After this I was very frustrated with myself and 

had lost a lot of motivation to keep pushing but kept going and completed the course. 

The next day was the relay day. I was eager to have a better race to redeem myself after the previous 

day, however I wasn’t feeling too confident. Our first leg Emma Wilson (Clyde) didn’t have a very good 

run so I was setting off towards the back of the field with no runners around me. This was not the best 

situation to get experience of relay conditions, however it meant I was under no pressure so could 

focus on my navigation. I set off slowly and tried to put into practice what I had learnt from my 

mistakes in the long. This included ignoring paths and focussing on contours instead. I also paid a lot 

more attention to my compass. By doing this I may not have had the fastest run but it was so much 

cleaner than the day before so I was much happier with my performance. Despite feeling quite slow I 

was 10th fastest on my leg. 

The final day was the sprint race around Jaroslaw. Although Sprint is not my favourite discipline I felt 

most confident for it since I had done most preparation for it. I started steady and hesitated slightly 

on the way to number 1 but kept a cool head. From there I managed to plan ahead for each leg so I 

always knew where I was going and could run as fast as I could between controls. I would have liked 

to have been a little faster through the last loop of controls however I knew I wasn’t as fit as I could’ve 

been compared to my competitors, due to the past nine months of injury and lack of speed training. 

They had sneakily added in some temporary uncrossable barriers, which I managed not to get caught 

out by. My biggest time loss was 18s on #12. I spent a lot of the previous leg trying to decide which 

route to take. At the time they appeared very similar so I just chose one and ran. Looking back the 

other route was definitely faster than the one I chose. Other than that, I was pleased with how my 

race went. I was very relieved to get a top 20 result (17th) after the way the weekend started. 

Racing at EYOC was an invaluable experience. I have learnt the importance of picking yourself up after 

a bad race in order to give yourself the best possible chance of doing well in the following races. This 

experience has given me a lot of motivation to do well in my next international competition for Great 

Britain at the Junior European Cup this October. I’m looking forward to a summer of training camps in 

Wales and Stromstad, Sweden to work on my technique and begin preparation for JEC.  

I would like to thank the Aire Committee for your generous contribution towards the funding of this 

trip as without it I would not be able to benefit from these fantastic experiences. 
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JWOC 2016 – Scuol, Switzerland – Joe Woodley 

The Junior World Orienteering Championships 

(JWOC) has always represented the major goal in my 

Junior Orienteering Program. 2016 was my final year 

in the junior ranks and, whilst I have raced for Great 

Britain at several European Youth Championships 

and twice at the Junior European Cup, I was 

determined to go out on a high at JWOC in 

Switzerland. Throughout the winter of 2015 and 

spring of 2016 I put an extra focus on my training, 

nutrition and performance lifestyle. I’m currently 

studying at Sheffield University and the great training group and tailor made strength and conditioning 

program made this a lot easier. Unfortunately, I was hampered by a knee injury for much of the 

season, limiting the volume of training I was able to do. Thankfully I was able to reach a good fitness 

level in the weeks leading up to our Great Britain team selection races. After some solid performances 

I waited anxiously for news on the selections. I was delighted when I found out I’d been selected 

alongside 11 others (6 boys and 6 girls in total) for JWOC. Winning the British Middle Distance 

Championships in M20 Elite Just three weeks before JWOC was a final confidence booster and 

confirmed I was in good form. 

The team met at Manchester Airport on the 6th of July to begin our trip to Switzerland. We flew to 

Bergamo airport in Italy. On arrival we stopped for food and to do a large shop – seemingly buying 

every banana in the supermarket. We then drove across the border and through the beautiful Engadin 

Valley to reach our accommodation and the event centre in the village of Scuol. We were staying in a 

Youth Hostel alongside many others teams. We spent the next few days training and getting 

accustomed to how it felt running at altitude; especially important for those of us running the long 

distance race held at between 2200m and 2000m above sea level. Each member of the team was 

running two out of the three individual races (Sprint, Middle or Long) as well as the relay race. 

The first race of the week was the Sprint – this was the race that I 

wasn’t doing. Frustrating as it was to sit this one out it was great fun 

supporting the rest of the team who were racing.  A particular mention 

must go to Megan Carter-Davies who had a great race to finish in 7th 

place, equalling Great Britain’s best ever female sprint result at JWOC. 

Dane Blomquist though disappointed with his race, deserves a 

mention as the best British male finisher in 41st. That evening we 

debriefed as a team and congratulated our sprinters, before 

discussing the Long Race. The long race was fairly remote and we 

would have to take public transport; a train and bus to reach the pre-

start area. 
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I woke early on Monday in order to catch my train – I 

often struggle to eat before big races but the vast array 

of Swiss Muesli, yoghurts, cheeses, meats and breads 

available at the Youth Hostel made things easier! I was 

glad to share my train and bus journey with Jenny 

Ricketts, a fellow British Team member; we chatted 

about our Universities - Edinburgh and Sheffield and the 

great rivalry between them. This served to take my mind 

off the race keeping me relaxed. Almost as soon as my 

race started I realized it was going to be a long tough day. The terrain was rough and steep with many 

rocks and lots of vegetation.  I managed to keep my navigation clean and battled around the course. 

Upon finishing I was drained – the heat and altitude had taken its toll on my body. I was disappointed 

with my performance but knew this wasn’t the time for moping. The sooner I could take on board 

fluids and food the better my recovery would be; this had to be the priority if I wanted to give myself 

at chance of performing in the middle distance race to come on Wednesday. 

 

Tuesday was a rest day and all the team took the opportunity 

to have a long lie in before cramming in as much food as 

possible. After breakfast we had a team meeting. We had all 

found the long race really tough – our best result came from 

Will Rigg who placed 31st. It was now important to put this 

behind us and focus on our next goal the middle distance race. 

We also met up with the Swedish team at their hotel and 

played various games such as ping pong and table football! 
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The middle distance race consisted of a qualification race on 

Wednesday and a final on Thursday. I was really excited for this 

race – and had high hopes of making the final. The 

Qualification races divide the competitors into three heats A, 

B and C. The top 20 runners in each heat progress to the Final. 

I ran hard but more importantly avoided mistakes in the first 

technical loop of my course and was in 6th place before a long 

leg to number 8.  

Unfortunately, I missed my control by about 10 meters and it took 

me around 1:45 to relocate. I battled hard hereafter, nailing the rest 

of my course as heavy rain began to fall on the steep rocky slopes. 

When I finished I faced the agonizing wait to see if I would make the 

top twenty. In the end I was gutted to miss out on a top 20 position 

by just 1 minute – frustratingly my time behind the leader would also 

have been good enough for qualification in heat B. I found this hard 

to take as my race was so much fun and I’d nailed 90 percent of the 

course but just one mistake had cost me. However, that’s the way 

orienteering is and why we keep coming back, searching for that 

elusive perfect race! 

On Thursday those of us who didn’t make the final travelled to the arena 

to spectate. We had a great chance of some top results with Fiona Bunn 

finishing 2nd in her heat with Megan 3rd in hers. We also had three guys, 

Dane, Daniel and Sasha in the men’s Final. First through the arena was 

the Dane after whom the rest of the team gradually filtered through. 

We cheered everyone through and it was awesome watching Megan 

take 4th place in the middle distance. Sasha also produced a solid race 

to finish in 16th on the highly competitive and hard fought men’s’ course. 

Friday was the Final day of 

racing, the relay. All of our four 

teams were strong and capable 

of a top result. On first leg for me was Will Rigg, he made some 

mistakes early on then ran well to bring us in in 24th position. 

I ran a strong clean race to bring us up to 21st place with 

Harrison on last leg again running well to bring us up to 16th. 

The relay was arguably my best performance of the week and 

a real positive to end on. The other men’s team were 9th place 

(12th including 2nd teams). The women’s first team were a fabulous 5th and the 2nd team were 16th. 

Finishing with 4 teams inside the top 20 was great way to finish the week. Whilst I wasn’t satisfied 

with my individual performances JWOC has only fuelled my hunger and desire to make it to the top. 

The team had a lot of fun and meeting junior orienteers from across the world was a real highlight.  I 

can take away many positives from my races at JWOC, particularly the majority of my middle distance 

race in which I kept pace with the very best juniors in the World. Transitioning into the senior ranks 
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next year will be a huge challenge but one that I approach with a lot of great memories and valuable 

experience gained at the Junior Level. 

I’d like to thank; Airienteers, The John Taylor Foundation, Yorkshire and Humberside Orienteering 

Association and the Leeds Sports Federation whose generous donations made this trip possible. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Photos: Wendy Carlyle 

Kayak O – Alan and Margaret Parker 

Each year in June the Copeland Canoe Club organises an orienteering competition based in Ravenglass 

in the south west of the Lake District. This event, Seaquest, is unusual in that it takes place on the 

Rivers Esk, Mite and Irt and movement is by canoe or kayak. 
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The format is a Score event with three hours to visit as many of the controls as possible, starting and 

finishing from the beach at the south end of Ravenglass village.  All the controls sites are water based 

though, depending on the state of the tide, you may have to get out of the boat in order to punch.  

We have had it in mind to enter the event in our inflatable kayak for a number of years now but it has 

always clashed with another (non O) event. This year the timings all fitted (a Spring tide near midday 

on a Sunday is needed) so we entered and planned a weekend away with our daughter, Alison, and 

her boyfriend Rich. 

The weather was looking good as we travelled up on Friday afternoon to book into the Pennington 

Hotel right in the centre of the village and only 100 metres from the launch point. Alison and Rich 

travelled up from Cambridge and, despite some road works near Penny Bridge, arrived before the bar 

shut. 

On the Saturday Alison and Rich launched their sea kayaks from the beach in the harbour at 

Whitehaven to paddle round St Bee’s Head with Margaret and I providing shuttle transport. This was 

after a diversion to Workington to find a Halfords that could replace a headlamp bulb in Alison’s car 

that had blown on the way up on the M6. Three hours later we successfully collected them on the 

beach at St Bee’s – the starting point for the Coast to Coast route. Ice creams all round as the brilliant 

weather continued. 

That evening we had a leisurely meal at the hotel studying maps of previous events and working out 

various strategies for the next day. Alison and Rich had the aim of getting the majority of the controls, 

Margaret and I thought we would paddle up the Esk, the longest of the three rivers, on the flood tide 

and return on the ebb. The meal turned out to be excellent and so filling that we went for a walk along 

the shore in the evening sunshine between courses. The 

hotel has a very relaxed atmosphere and could not have been 

more accommodating. 

The Sunday morning dawned with wall to wall sunshine and 

no wind so it was all systems go. We took our kayak down to 

the launch site on the trolley and signed in and collected the 

maps. This arrangement gives you chance to do some more 

planning before race time starts. Given the placement of the 

controls, Margaret and I decided to concentrate on the River 

Mite first and then planned to get a couple more in the main 

estuary. There was a 

safety briefing at 10:15 

when it was noted for the benefit for those of us doing the event 

for the first time, that whilst the “kite” (an empty white milk 

container) might be floating, the pin punch could be underwater 

(clearly the electronic control boxes do not work in such 

situations). 

The hooter sounded at 10:30, we launched from the beach and 

we were off. Those determined to get all the controls ran into 

the water carrying their boats – we took a more measured, 

though quick for us, launch! 
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The tide was still running quite fast as we went under the 

railway bridge and then settled into a routine as we went 

upstream. The navigation is relatively easy compared with other 

forms of orienteering but being so low in the water it can still 

be difficult to identify which fence corner or gorse bush is the 

target.  

The strategy recommended in discussion with previous entrants 

seems to be to follow one bank on the way up and the other on 

the way back down. This allows you to get a glimpse of the 

controls on the other bank as you go upstream. This proved very 

useful as we noted one control on the water, but fairly near the 

shore. As we came back downstream our view was rather different as the control was then nowhere 

near the shore (because the tide had come in) and we wondered if we had miscalculated its position. 

However, with a couple of other kayaks approaching from different angles, we knew where we were 

heading.  

Later on when we were seeking a gorse bush along the shoreline the sight of a group of kayaks all 

pulled up at one point on the shore gave a good idea of the control location. An additional constraint 

near the end of the time is that with a falling tide mud banks are appearing which can have a serious 

impact on route choice. However we did manage to get most of our target controls and get back in 

time but with very tired bodies. A bonus was finding time for a quick picnic whilst waiting for the tide 

to turn half way through the event!  

Alison and Rich got rather more points than us but had to race back up the beach to clock back in in 

time. The results and other details are on http://www.copelandcanoe.org.uk/seaquest.htm 

We took some photographs but managing to hold the kayak still against any current flow and hang 

onto a paddle whilst hunting for a pin punch that is now under water does not give many spare hands 

for the camera. One photo that we failed to get was seeing the shadow of our kayak in shallow water 

over green sea washed grass studded with pink thrift flowers. 

Alison and Rich had to leave fairly promptly after the event but the hotel was again very helpful in 

letting them use the courtyard tap and hosepipe to wash all the salt water from their kayaks. After a 

suitable rest Margaret and I caught the last train of the day on the Ravenglass and Eskdale Railway  up 

to the terminus and back. This follows closely along the River Mite and so we could see many of the 

control sites which were now high and dry as it approached low tide. 

We returned home on the Monday morning after a perfect weekend where everything had just fallen 

correctly into place. It would be hard to better it if we did it again. 
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Saunders Lakeland Mountain Marathon - Matt Hall M16 

The Saunders is a two-day orienteering event, where all teams/competitors must carry any equipment 

needed for the overnight camp, including a tent, sleeping bags, food and kit for the two days.  Despite 

needing all this equipment we managed to compact it into two bags, 4.9kg for my dad and 2.7kg for 

me. This year, the event started near Pooley Bridge, next to Ullswater in the North-East Lakes, the 

second SLMM my dad and I have done, after Torver last year. We did the Bedafell class, or the parent-

and-child class, where each team gets a handicap for how many months the child is under 18. For us 

it was 31 minutes – if you had just turned 14, you would get the largest handicap of 47 minutes – this 

is taken off the time for day 1. 

Waking up early on the Saturday, we drove up to the Lakes, and arrived earlier than expected. 

Weather not looking terrible, so already better than last year, where the fog made navigation near 

impossible. After collecting the map and having an over trousers check, we walked up through the 

campsite to the start. 

We had a late start – 9:33 – so after watching a few other teams start, we eventually collected the 

control descriptions and headed over to mark the map up, checking three times that each control was 

in the correct place, so as to avoid going to the wrong site for a control, and potentially losing many 

valuable minutes. 5 minutes later, and we were done, and running.  Day 1 brought us over High Street, 

a total of 18.18km with around 700m climb, most of which was a steep ascent out of control 3, and 

down to Patterdale, the site of the overnight camp. Despite the navigation being fairly easy, the rain 

started coming down a few controls in, and the cold, wind and rain combination made even the easier 

legs more gruelling than they should have been. For most of the legs, we opted for the longer, faster 

routes that used paths, rather than contouring round or going on a compass course. Later, comparing 

splits with the Chapmans and Thorpes, we discovered that paths seemed to be the better route choice. 

By the end of Day 1, after the handicap, we were ahead – however, only three minutes behind us, 

Cranes, who had the largest, 47 minute, handicap, followed by, after 15 minutes, the Chapmans and 

the Thorpes, with only one minute separating them. This meant that we had to run hard straight from 

the start, ensure we kept and maybe extended our lead for the second day. A dinner of Super Noodles 

and smoked sausage, a morale booster in the rainy overnight camp, kept us going before we got to 

sleep early, knowing we needed to be awake for 5:45 the day after, as the chasing start began at 7am.  

After a breakfast of muesli, we collected the control descriptions and marked up our other map, ready 

for Day 2. We arrived at the start with a few minutes to spare, and found out we would be chasing the 

Bunns up the long hill from the start. Despite them running a different course, we still wanted to be 

able to keep up with them, so from the start we kept on their tail, chasing them. However, control 1 

presented some issues, and we lost a few minutes, as the control description was not fully matching 

the location we expected the control to be, and high vegetation meant that this slightly misplaced 

control was not easy to locate. Afterwards, though, the navigation was simple, onto the side of Beda 

Fell itself, then down into the valley, a gruelling climb up the other side of the valley, up Dale Head, 

and then down into the finish. Despite the small gap between us and the team behind us, we managed 

to extend our lead to 20 minutes, and arrived into the finish first, before even the photographer, 

completing the 15.4km, with 600m-ish climb, in 1 hr 59 minutes, a total time of 3:53:39. The Cranes 

finished second, with a total time of 4:15:19, and the Chapmans third, with a time of 4:16:58.  
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After prizegiving, a hamper of jams, chutney, and beer, reflecting on what we had just done, I’m not 

sure about whether the experience I had was necessarily an enjoyable one, but definitely a good one, 

and I will certainly be back next year to do it all over again! 

 

 

 

 

 

Top Ten Placings at Croeso 2016 

Well done to the following Airienteers who achieved top ten placings at Croeso in July, the Conways 

would surely have taken the family prize if there was one! 

Evie Conway   2nd W14A 

Natasha Conway  5th W45L 

Neil Conway   8th M45L 

Leon Ricketts   9th M40S 

         Hatches, Matches and Dispatches 

Rose Burden, previously of this parish, married Colm Golden on 7th May at 

Coniston Coppermines in beautiful weather.  A great weekend was had by 

all.  Rose and Colm currently live and work in Berlin. 

 

Some Highlights of my Membership of Airienteers – Hilary Allen 

I think I am one of the longest standing members of Aire having joined 

in 1973, when we moved as a family from Sheffield. Clive had been one 

of the founder members of SYO. Alistair Wood was already a member of 

Aire when we joined and has, I believe, been a member ever since.  Roger 

Lott was also a junior/student member but his membership since then 

has not been continuous.  Let me know if I have missed anyone with a 

longer membership. 

In those days the membership was much smaller than today and social 

events were held at members’ houses, though I can`t recall what form 

they took.  I do remember, however, that we looked forward to 
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December meetings hosted by Alistair Wood`s mother at Leathley, because she provided us with an 

amazing supper, everything homemade. 

When I was first orienteering there was no W21 class, just W19 and W19B, so for many years I ran 

W19B, only graduating to W19 shortly before becoming a W35.  Successes came slowly in the early 

days, but there were a few.  Daughters Sue and Lucy were both orienteering when an event was put 

on, I think by SYO, to find the top family in Yorkshire, scores for 3 members of a family were to count. 

The girls and I were the proud winners of a carriage clock, donated by sponsors The Midland Bank.  

This is the only time that I am aware that such a competition was held.  Another early success was 

when I was part of the relay team that came third in the Women`s Open at the British Championships. 

The other team members were Linda Barrett (now Kelly) and Christine Whalley, one of our top juniors.  

Linda and I could not believe this result, though for us we had both had quite good runs. 

Sue and Lucy regularly ran together in relay teams mainly with Sally Ann Croft as their 3rd runner. They 

won in W13, W15 and W17 relays whilst I was bringing back trophies from W35 relays run with Jean 

Rostron and Gill Hunter.  On one occasion our second leg runner was back before any other first leg 

runner had returned!  There were not many clubs that could find 3 runners in the W35 age group then. 

Success for me as an individual did not really come until I was a W40.  In that year I was first at the JK, 

based at Scarborough, winning by only 20secs over the two days, and second at the British 

Championships, only 20secs down on the winner. These were perhaps my best results ever. As either 

a W50 or a W55 I was selected to run in the Senior Home International, held in Northern Ireland, but 

had a disappointing run. 

Over the years I have enjoyed helping at AIRE events, having been a grade 3 controller and planner 

and organiser of events below badge level. Before the dibber and electronic timing members in the 

Ilkley area regularly spent Sunday evenings, after an Aire event, at a member’s house, checking all the 

punch marks on the competitors’ cards, working out their times and typing up the results. This took 

many man hours but there was a great sense of achievement when the job was done. 

As a family we had a lot of fun camping at the White Rose and at the Scottish Six Day events where 

there was always much comradeship amongst Aire members. I don`t do much orienteering these days 

but intend to carry on helping in a minor way at events, so keeping in touch with friends of many years. 

(The photo shows Hilary competing at Helsington Barrow in August, 2010 – Ed) 

 

Getting in to orienteering !! 

Several Airienteers from different eras share their accounts of how they came in to our sport 
 
In 1971 I bought and devoured John Disley's book about orienteering.  "This is the sport for me" I 

thought. 

 

Being a man of action the next step was made in ...... ahem......1987.  It was then that I had a chance 

meeting with another parent at a local sports centre.   We were waiting for our 4 year olds to emerge 

from a Gym Joeys class.  This parent, who was unknown to me at the time, but who may even have 
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been the honourable AA editor at the time, was sporting a sweatshirt decorated with a JK Orienteering 

design.  So I asked her about it, and she told me that there was an event that weekend at Yateholme 

near Holme Moss. 

 

But when I went, I could find no sign of the event, despite scouring the surrounding countryside.  I'm 

certain I was told the event was on Sunday - but unfortunately I had remembered "Saturday". 

 

Undeterred, at the next Gym Joeys I sought out Wendy, for it was she.   She put me right about Sunday 

being orienteering day.  So the following weekend I made my debut on the Orange Course at Harlow 

Carr.  Thoroughly enjoyed it, despite missing out one control.  Some things never change. 

Chris Burden 
 
Chris Burden badgered me for about two years in the middle eighties in to trying orienteering. I already 

liked looking at OS maps but was not too sure about compass readings. It was only after I came across 

a flyer advertising a 3 day ‘O’ course on consecutive Wed. eve’s that I enrolled with our mutual friend 

Chris Hardy (now retired from O’ing but still alive and kicking ‘twitching’!). The course was organised 

by a Leeds local authority sports development officer and he was assisted by a long standing Airienteer 

member Jeff Mason (now in NATO). 

 

We spent the 3 evenings at Temple Newsam, Otley Chevin and finally on Ilkley Moor. I found the latter 

area in the rocky area very confusing and 30 or so yrs. later still do!  During these sessions we tackled 

lots of the usual ‘O’ techniques including pace counting, compass bearings, aiming off, using handrails, 

etc. I enjoyed these sessions a great deal and soon after joined the club. 

I, and the family, found the new members social evenings very helpful both in learning new skills 

and getting to know other club members. I still remember solving jig saw puzzles of local areas as a 

firm favourite despite hating jig saws!      Henk Van Rossum 

 
I was dragged out of bed on a cold and rainy Sunday morning when I was about 12 years old by my 

dad (Ken).  He was 40 at the time so I think it was his mid-life crisis to start something new with myself, 

Rob and my mum (Jackie).  We all got horribly wet and lost, so gave up and didn’t report to the finish 

before we left.  Somehow though we kept at it as a family and we’re all still doing it 20 odd years 

later.  Rob was only 9 or 10 at the time, and I think the bribery of a box of smarties for finishing the 

string course helped keeping him motivated – I’m fairly certain there were a few times he went round 

twice to get 2 boxes!        Tim Patterson 

It was Rag Week at my teacher training college in 1977 and, as part of the fun of the week, an 

orienteering event was staged in Stang Forest called the Wide Mouthed Toad event, so pals and I 

decided to have a go.  It was a score event and I thought I was doing pretty well until I realised I was 

down at the far end of the forest with only five minutes to reach the finish.  Needless to say I won my 

category (which was probably something to do with female students) and was congratulated by the 

handsome planner.   One thing led to another and if I wanted to see that handsome planner on 

weekends I had to chase him around forests.  Amazing then that he later became my husband! 

Wendy Carlyle 
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With the Scarborough Scouts in early 1963 I was introduced to that technological wonder of the Silva 

compass. I understood it was one of the first to be imported into the old North Riding. We started at 

Lownorth Park, navigated through Langdale and returned via Barns Cliff and Broxa Forests. 

In 1963 I moved to Leeds and continued with the scouts competing in a form of night orienteering in 

Roundhay Park. At school [Allerton Grange] in 1968 orienteering started at Fewston and eventually 

this evolved into Airienteers. Did I get involved? No! There would be time enough for orienteering in 

the next 50 years, first there was climbing, potholing, marathons, fell races. 

We really started [but did not finish-retired] in the 1976 Karrimor in Galloway. Then early in 1977 

Leeds University organised an event at Danefield which was publicised in the Yorkshire Evening Post. 

There we met Pete Jones and Andy Kelly and became fellow lifers. 

Club meetings were then held in member’s houses. We met and were encouraged by the Courchees 

[who lived nearby] the Bloors and many others. Sue [Courchee] had me enter W35 in my next event, 

at Hovingham, as no other run was available, followed by a score event at Lonesborough Park. 

Funny how the names of events and orienteers are still familiar 40 years later. Mike Cox 

When I was 12 my dad was in the Royal Free Hospital in London for a couple of days. While we were 

visiting him my brother, then 13, popped out next door to Hampstead Heath to try a permanent 

orienteering course and enjoyed being able to work out the map reading at his own pace.  He had 

been to one event before when my mum saw an ad in a local paper in Watford in the dark days before 

the Internet. After this he started going to events with our local club, Happy Herts, and spent a full 

year insisting I tried it too. I eventually gave in and tried one, but insisted it was only for cross country 

practice because I liked cross country at school and in no way was I interested in boring map reading. 

Before long I was totally hooked. Our parents didn't have a car at the time and my dad worked Sundays 

so individuals and families from the club very kindly took us to events all around the country each 

week. They became like an extended family to us and I have priceless memories of spending my 

teenage years running in beautiful forests around the U.K.  I'd sometimes be able to pay the favour of 

lifts back by babysitting for younger children while their parents went out for their run. After a few 

years we also got my mum hooked and other brother vaguely interested. My dad could never be 

persuaded and was happy just to hear the stories about it, but not too many! Anna Chavez 

I first became interested as a young girl at school in Ilkley.  We learnt to orienteer in Blue Bell Woods 

(Middleton Woods) and enjoyed running about in the outdoors.  After many years away from 

Orienteering my interest was re-awakened by Airienteers very own Dave Murgatroyd who offered to 

take Tom (my then 8 year old son) and I to an event to see if Tom liked it. We have been enjoyed 

taking part ever since and even enjoyed getting thoroughly lost at JK events for the past few 

years.  Since then we have planned two of our own events at Buck Wood and Ilkley and love being 

able to share orienteering as a family.      Nikie Arthurs 

At a recent event, I said to another Airienteer, "It's thanks to Will Patterson that I am here today.”  

Putting it that way might have sounded like he'd performed CPR on me, or perhaps donated a kidney, 

but what I meant is that he ran the outdoor education subsidiary part of my PGCE course, which I 
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undertook at Leeds Uni between 2001 and 2002.  Every Friday, a dozen or so trainee teachers went to 

the hills, took to the water, or traipsed to a forest or crag face to gain experience in hiking, kayaking, 

lifesaving, rock climbing and orienteering.  We also managed to pick up a clutch of outdoor education 

qualifications along the way.  I took a particular interest in orienteering, which I had previously only 

associated with navigation.  I had previously been an outdoors enthusiast, for example being a Scout, 

Venture Scout and Venture Scout Leader, and having completed my Gold Duke of Edinburgh's Award.  

I had also developed an interest in running (and drinking) at university, via the Cross-Country Club.  

However, it was only when Will (and Dave from the Psychology department - his surname escapes 

me) took us orienteering when I was the grand old age of 24 that I realised that it was a competitive 

sport that I could not only get pupils involved with, but which I could take part in myself.  After my 

PGCE, at my first school - Gordon's School near Woking - I went orienteering with the CCF (Combined 

Cadet Force), when I did the Light Green course as the more experienced teachers did the coaching.  

In later schools I have developed small clubs and taken pupils to competitions, but personally, I took 

part at a wider range of competitions, accompanied by my house mate, none other than Ian Nixon.  

Having started fairly late, I have never been formally coached, but I would like to thank many 

orienteers, such as Ian, who have helped me iron out many (but by no means all!) of my poor 

techniques over the years.  But most of all, thank you to Will.   David Alcock 

I first got involved in orienteering mainly through my family; my aunt was the US Champion for a while, 

and the rest of my family were all orienteers, so my dad started to drag me round courses when I was 

young, and I gradually began to enjoy it as I got older.        Matt Hall 

 

Question Time with Evie Conway W14 

Evie qualified for the week long Junior Regional 

Orienteering Squads’ Lagganlia Tour near Kincraig 

in Speyside this summer, alongside twenty more 

of the highest performing 14 year olds in the 

country (14 boys and 7 girls this year).  I asked 

her about the Tour: 

Evie, what was your reaction when you learned that you had been selected for the Lagganlia Tour 

this year? 

I was expecting it, but I still felt really happy and I was really excited. 

Did you seek out financial help to pay for your place and, if so, which organisations did you approach 

for funding? 

I had funding from my club (Aire) and the Jack Bloor Fund. I really appreciate the help from both 

organisations. 

What would you say were the highlights of your week at Lagganlia, from an orienteering point of 

view and also from a socialising point of view? 
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I loved every moment of it so it’s very 

hard to say. Orienteering at Roseisle 

was just really enjoyable though 

because it was so nice. The best parts 

from a socializing point of view were 

when we were all sat together in the 

evenings or on a few mornings talking 

or playing cards. 

In terms of your own orienteering 

performance, how do you think the 

Tour helped?  For example, were there 

specific skills which you feel you 

improved or which you have added to 

your ‘toolbox’? 

It’s hard to say how much I improved 

generally- although one skill I’ve 

definitely improved on is my 

simplification. I find it a lot easier and I 

think I could tell when I used it 

effectively. I feel a lot more confident 

that I could complete a green course, 

so I feel prepared for next year. 

What advice do you have for future 

AIRE juniors who might hope to go on 

the tour in coming years? 

I think some people could’ve got on if they had gone to the right events. It’s really important to go to 

championships because you’re more likely to be selected if you have more chances to do well at 

these selections. Training is definitely something you should be doing beforehand because it’s a lot 

to handle if your body isn’t prepared. I only started training this year but if I hadn’t I would probably 

have been dead by the end especially considering I had just done the Welsh 5 days. However, 

Lagganlia is 100% worth working for from every perspective- orienteering and meeting everyone. I’m 

really glad I got to know all these people and made friends with them. 

Is there anything you would like to add? 

Lagganlia was one of the best weeks for me, but you have to really enjoy the training like me or it 

will be really hard. 
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Fighting through the Purple Thistle - Jo Buckley 

Whilst holidaying on the Isle of Mull at the end of July I had a great idea. We could spend the last 

two days of our week’s break doing the "Purple Thistle " event at the Kyle of Lochalsh, believing it to 

be just down the road if we went via Tobermory, Kilchoan, Mallaig and Skye. This was perhaps a sign 

of my orienteering skills to come as it really wasn't very near!! Good fish supper in Mallaig and a visit 

to the top of Ardnumurchan lighthouse were added bonuses.  

 

So the star of the day was age 8 Katie in the "Baby Thistle" coming 5th and Bethan (6) wasn't far behind 

in 7th with a bit more help from Daddy.  Mum was hopelessly slow initially making a 180 error for half 

an hour trying to find the start.....then taking 96 minutes over 4.9km in the "Big Thistle" class.  It was 

horrible...really deep tussocks all the way and my brain was not working at all!!  

Saturday evening was an event on "The Plock", a sort of parkland area just on the edge of the town of 

Lochalsh.  There were a surprising number of dumped beds/ rubbish.  It was way more runnable than 

earlier in the day. I should have entered the long event. I made two major mistakes. The first was I 

forgot to take the dog with me (I just left her at the start and then remembered after about 5 controls 

and then worried she'd be gone forever...) and the second mistake was completely failing to punch 

the last control... And Meg the dog celebrated being relocated half way through my race by choosing 

to doing a poo as we passed back through the start, not helping my already non-existent control 

flow.....Somehow, despite all these adventures, I finished 6th out of 40+ people...no idea how after 

not punching all those beeping things...Katie came 6th and Bethan was 8th and they loved it and didn't 

whinge at all....and loved the playpark by the carpark.... 

Non orienteering Alan's sense of humour was starting to wear thin by now as he thought of the 

beach on Mull we had left behind...  

Then, having not followed Jason Inman's advice to just go home as Sunday morning would be even 

rougher, tougher and more horrible than Saturday’s event, I proceeded to take 143 minutes for 

9.2km in the "Big Thistle" but somehow finished only about half way down the results. Katie was 

amazing in the Baby Thistle coming 4th, not far behind some real orienteers and Bethan got her 

money's worth with 38 mins for her 2.6km....she must take after her mum!  

 

So in summary the wee girls loved it and I vowed to only go to races held on runnable, midge free, 

tick free sunny areas close to where I happen to be in the future.  

(Plockton – a very lovely part of the world, but 

tough terrain for orienteering – Ed) 
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3Ls trip to the Bubo Cup – Lindsey Johnson 

I was pretty excited when Laura and Lucy realised they needed a driver if they were going reach Beli, 

a small village on the island of Cres off the N Croatian coast, for the 4 day Bubo cup. Rob declined as 

running in the heat of a Mediterranean August is not his cup of tea. 

So the 3Ls set off with a very convenient flight from Leeds Bradford to Pula and picked up our cute 

Mouse (a black fiat 500) for the 65km to the ferry to Cres. Cres is a long narrow island with a very 

steep coastline and hills up to 360m with a lot of pebbly beaches. It is mainly forested and has a 

colony of griffin vultures at the less inhabited northern end which soar scarily close to the roof of 

your car! 

We stayed in a small apartment in the town which was busy with summer visitors including lots of 

boat life. We enjoyed swimming, sunbathing, exploring the island and villages during our three free 

days before the competition.  We soon discovered that Croatian ice creams are delicious, as is their 

locally made honey. The old town of Cres has many very narrow streets and alleys which would 

make for a wonderful urban sprint event. The only danger would be falling off the pavement into the 

harbour full of boats. 

The first event of the 4 day Bubo Cup was on the edge of 

town in the olive groves. The area was a complex network 

of walls and long piles of stones which had been cleared to 

create small fields for the olive trees which were full of 

shin-high dry thistles. A high degree of concentration was 

required to keep in touch with the map at all times as the 

whole map was so similar and if you lost your place it could 

have taken a while to relocate. 

We all finished our courses with Lucy 3rd on W18 and I was 

7th on W50.  Laura was suffering with a toe injury and so 

walked the course as landing on rocks was aggravating it 

and she wanted to be fit for a training camp in Sweden 

later in the month. 

The next three days were held in the north above the 

village of Beli.  The second and fourth days were on more familiar type terrain in wooded forests 

with some fallen branches and lots of small rocks underfoot. There was not as much steep climb as I 

had imagined there would be given the surrounding area. The third day was a delightful area of open 

woodland with lots of contour detail from old bauxite mines. Even Laura managed to run part of her 

course on this day which cheered her up.  

Overall, Lucy was vying with Swiss and Polish orienteers for winning positions on W18 and she came 

in 2nd place - a great result!  Meanwhile, Laura was relieved to find Kim the talent squad physio at 

the event with her family which enabled her to get a bit of advice about her toe.  

I came 6th out of 10 finishers overall. After years with an unstable knee cap/weak quad on my right 

leg and a breaking a toe on my left foot this January I am quite slow at traversing terrain. This means 
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that despite fairly clean navigation I struggle to gain a 

place in the top half of results on W50 and this event was 

no different.  

The early morning starts for the orienteering meant that 

we were free by 10.30 to find another beach for 

swimming and topping up the tan. One other highlight for 

the girls was a 5 minute dash out into a torrential 

thunderstorm to see the fork lightning illuminating the 

sky. Something they had not seen before.  

 

On the last night we returned to Pula to see the magnificent Roman amphitheatre and wander the 

old streets thronging with people and lively restaurants with views of floodlit cranes in the docks. 

A great trip. Thanks girls for inviting me...! 

Croeso 2016 – David Alcock  

 

You may have read on the website that twenty Airienteers competed at the quadrennial Croeso 

multi-day event, which was this year held in South Wales, and that Eve, Natasha and Neil Conway 

came 2nd, 5th and 8th in their age categories. Here's David's take on the event - with a twist. How 

long will it take you to work it out (answer at back of AA)?  

 

Croeso 2016 was well worth the long drive - we wisely broke it up with stops in Shropshire on the 

way down, making the mistake of doing it all on one go in the campervan on the return journey - it 

took nine hours! Really complex contours kept everyone on their toes on newly-mapped Kenfig 

Burrows on day 1. Of course, it was crucial to keep map contact on such an area - but it took me five 

controls to figure this out, but once I did, I managed to run well over the lightly vegetated sand 

dunes.  

 

Even though day 2 (also at Kenfig) required a 2km walk to the start for many competitors, it was 

worth it, as the middle distance courses twisted and turned, keeping everyone on their toes. Special 

mention, incidentally, must be made of how smoothly the event was organised - Mark Saunders and 

his team did well to secure access to some great areas like Kenfig. On day 3, the terrain was steep-

sided and densely forested, and yet good planning and controlling meant that track routes were 

rarely the optimum ones.  

 

Two second places and an eighth from the first three days were not bad for me, but apart from a 

sunny trot around a flat Llandaff Fields on the rest day event, other commitments in Leeds meant 

that Croeso was over for me... Zero chance of getting on terms with Geoff Ellis, the current M40 

supremo! One day I hope I'll nab him - and in fact it could have been on the open moorland of day 

four, which started with a long leg on many courses - Geoff made a very uncharacteristic ten-minute 

foul-up.  
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Six years since turning 'vet' and I'm still chasing a multi-day, JK or BOC victory at any distance - but 

Croeso gave me a confidence boost, and I can recommend it to anyone looking for a well-run 

domestic multi-day event. 

Becoming a Club Coach – Lindsey Johnson 

Aire has been developing a plan to have more coaching opportunities for club members. I volunteered 
to qualify as an orienteering coach along with David, Graham and Greg 18 months ago. We undertook 
a training course run over three days with Derek Allison, a very experienced coach and trainer.  

Since then I have been working to complete the course which involves presenting six sessions of 
coaching to a regular group of orienteers with a clear progress plan. My first attempt at putting on 
sessions alongside the o-lites was great fun. I was working with two of our younger members, 
Jessica Cam and Megan Wilkinson, for a few sessions. I hope I encouraged them how to hold their 
map, orientate it and run in the right direction. Unfortunately, other priorities at the time and the 
small size of the group meant I had to abandon using this plan to gain my qualification. 

This spring I prepared another programme for the teenage members of the club using Ilkley Moor, 
Middleton Woods and Danefield.  My aim was to develop their skills in fine navigation by encouraging 
them to focus on skills that they may not have used before. I created star exercises with two controls 
close together on two similar features at each point of the star. The athletes had to decide with control 
matched the description they had been given and then tell me what was the description of the other 
control site. Later in the programme the athletes worked in pairs to put out the controls for the star 
exercise themselves. We then progressed to short line courses which require participants to keep in 
close contact with the map at all times. I made things more challenging for Lucy by giving her a brown 
only map for this exercise!  

The last session was intended as a bit of fun. We 
used an idea that we had invented during the 
programme. Matthew suggested that identifying 
the correct control where there are more than one 
in close proximity should help him in relays. So I 
had the idea of creating gaffled courses for three 
pairs, each pair running more or less the same 
course but visiting different controls which were 
placed on very similar features in close proximity. 
To make sure each person went to the correct 
control there were pegs to collect at each control 
with their team letter on it. The teams ran head to 
head round the course, each team member 

navigating alternate legs. This added an element of competitiveness to the skills they had learned. 
Thanks for all the positive feedback from participants and parents. 

I now have to prepare for my final assessment in the autumn and hope that soon I will be a fully 
qualified coach for the club. I plan to be able to offer sessions for juniors and adult newcomers to the 
club.  Meanwhile. Thank you to my team of committed teenagers (Annie, Evie, Matthew, Lucy, Laura, 
Adam, Jake plus Adam and Lukas) I couldn't have done it without you!  
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Glorious Yockenthwaite! 

 

The ‘twist’ in David’s article?  The sentences all start with consecutive letters of the phrase 'Croeso 

2016' – clever stuff David! 


